Colours for any style
The Fielders range of interchangeable panels offers you the flexibility to design a fence that suits your style. Flexibility in style,
colour and accessories gives you endless opportunities to individualise your design with the assurance of using quality Fielders
products.
With 14 colours to choose from, 4 fence sheet profiles and the option to add lattice, designing your own fence has never been
so flexible. Phone Fielders first for your nearest stockist or visit designyourfence.com.au to commence personalising your
design today.

Fencing for any style
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TL-5, S-Rib Corrugated & MiniFlute - Available in all Colorbond® fencing colours
Slats - Available in Domain®, Woodland Grey®, Paperbark®, Wilderness®, Riversand®
Secondary colours subject to availability: Wallaby ®, Windspray ®, Deep Ocean ®, Manor Red ®, Night Sky ®, Bushland ®, Cottage Green ®& Harvest ®
Extended Colours subject to availability: Cove®, Gully®, Mangrove®, Terrain®, Sandbank®, Loft®, Headland®, Hedge®, Estate®, Boundary®, Grove®, Brushwood®
& Cappice®

Designs for any style
Profiles

Fielders TL-5,the traditional panel fence,
provides a stylish appearance that blends
beautifully with any environment.

Fielders S-Rib Corrugated fencing is a
reliable product that can reflect a modern
or traditional design.

Fielders Mini-Flute has the versatility to
create a modern or heritage look that
can be used as a privacy screen or a
multiple panel boundary fence.

Lattice

Fielders Slat Fencing will provide a
modern, sleek look to your next home
improvement project.

Fielders Slat Screening allows both you
and your neighbours to enjoy comfort
and privacy without obscuring your view.

Fielders fencing systems provides
greater flexibility through its various
lattice options. Choose from the
standard profiles or ask us to custom
make lattice to suit your design.

Please note that the profile of fence rails actually supplied may vary state to state and may not reflect what is shown in diagrams or images featured in our
brochures and on our website. If you have any queries, please contact your local customer service team.
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